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Guest Editorial
Special Issue on Symposium on Fusion Engineering

T

HIS Special Issue is the first one published in the IEEE
T RANSACTIONS ON P LASMA S CIENCE, covering the
23rd Symposium on Fusion Engineering (SOFE 2009) held
on May 31–June 5, 2009, and chaired by Mark Tillack. The
symposium covered engineering and scientific advances in both
inertial and magnetic confinement fusion, with attendees from
major fusion energy research centers worldwide. It is one of
the most important conferences in this field. Fusion engineering continues to be an important area, given the continued
engineering and technology advances in magnetic and inertial
thermonuclear fusion. The objective of this Special Issue is to
bring the most up-to-date developments reported at SOFE 2009
to the readership of the IEEE T RANSACTIONS ON P LASMA
S CIENCE. SOFE 2009 highlights works in the area of fusion
engineering, including ITER and experimental fusion devices,
which include alternate fusion confinement devices; new device
design and reactor studies; divertors and plasma–material interactions; chambers; vacuum vessels related to fusion device
technology; plasma diagnostics; data acquisition and plasma
control systems; safety and environmental engineering; plasma
fueling; pumping and tritium handling systems; inertial fusion energy drivers; targets and related technologies; fusion
device power systems; magnet engineering; electromagnetics;
and electromechanics.
This Special Issue highlights a wide diversity of topics
in fusion engineering. For example, a recent work on laserbased techniques to monitor tritium and dust inventory, control, and removal during tokamak operation was presented by
Hernandez et al. This work places emphasis on its application
to ITER. Klepper et al. presented a work on a fast exhaustgas analyzer for the ITER divertor designed to measure quantitatively minority species in the ITER divertor neutralization
region. Ibano et al. presented a work on lithiated graphite

sputtering and evaporation, which is of critical importance
to the National Spherical Torus Experiment plasma-material
interface research at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.
Meszaros et al. presented a preliminary investigation on the
optical path components in the ITER core light identification
and ranging diagnostic system. Testa et al. presented a general summary of the magnetic diagnostic set for ITER. Realtime reconstruction of the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade magnetic
flux was presented by Sadeghi et al. Nieto et al. presented a
computational modeling work of Be–C mixing in the ITER
divertor vertical plate. Baylor et al. presented a work on disruption mitigation concepts of relevance to ITER, an increasing
area of interest given the serious damage consequences of
disruption events on plasma-facing components in ITER and
future fusion plasma burning devices. These were some of the
papers presented on fusion science and engineering. We are
thrilled by the diversity and the high quality of the papers
submitted to and published in this Special Issue. We would like
to thank Dr. S. J. Gitomer for working closely with us in support
of this Special Issue and S. P. Gillespie for the administrative support.
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